
Purchase of SportIdent (SI) Gear 

Proposal 
Introduction 

The following proposal for the purchase of SI gear by our club is put forward for 
consideration by the full club Committee. The proposal is the result of the meeting (22nd Nov 
2011) of the SI sub-committee attended by  

Shane Jenkins, Geoff Peel, Malcolm Roberts, Geoff Todkill. 

The sub-committee envisages the SI timing equipment being used by the club in the 
following way.  

Minor Events: SI timing would be used only if the course setter wants to. 

NOY Events: SI timing used, with punching start. At the finish a “download” unit attached 
to a (battery operated) splits printer will be used. In terms of logistics, 

• Course Setter: In setting up the course the course setter will have to take into the 
forest SI units as well as control stands and flags. Because the club will have its own 
set of SI units these units should not need programming at each event. If the club 
purchases new stands, the control unit and flag can be carried attached to the stand 
and so there should be no extra work for the course setter. 

• Competitors: Competitors will register and obtain a start time as per happens now. We 
will need to have SI sticks for hire. At the finish they will punch, obtain their splits, 
(check their course) and then fill out, and hang, their own block.  

• Results: After the event the download unit can be attached to a computer and results 
and splits for the event produced in a format ready for publishing on the web. Initially 
at least, this job will be done by the same person although eventually we should have 
a number of people capable of doing this job. 

State League (or equivalent) Events: SI timing used in a similar way to how it is now (i.e. 
using SportIdent software and pre-entries etc.). Thus computers and generators would 
be needed at such events. Note that the download unit can act as a backup of results. 
We should also be able to program the split printer to print results for hanging on the 
day.  

Park Events: SI timing used as per NOY events. 

BOSS Events: Not discussed as yet. 

Street Events: SI timing not used. 

  



Gear and Quantities 

SI Units 
(BSF-8DM) 80 Need 80 units to cover those occasions when our club sets a 

State League (or higher) event. 
Printer 
Download Unit 
(BSF-7P) 

1 
These come as a set 

Split Printer 1 
Cables etc  
Time Master 
Unit 
(BSF-8M) 

1 
In the event that the units need re-synchronising it can be done 
with this unit (i.e. no computer required). Can also be used as 
a “Clear”unit. 

Master Unit 1 For downloading results to computer at State League events 
SI Sticks 40 For hire at NOY events 

 

Further Considerations  

• The committee also suggests that the club look at purchasing a new computer. A new 
computer will be able to run the latest software as well as be compatible (e.g. have 
relevant drivers) with the SI hardware. Further, having two computers (even if one is 
very old) seems to make sense in terms of backups and emergencies. 
 

• The committee also suggests that the club look at developing a “maintenance plan”. 
As with all capital items, SI hardware will need maintenance and upgrading in coming 
years and it seems prudent that a plan to fund such contingencies be developed. 


